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The best there is …..
There are more and more applications where the floor
machine must fulfil two functions literally at the
“Flick of a Switch”.

Brush / Pad Selection
Our full range of machines is complemented by an extensive range of brush
specifications in order to ensure the highest standards and optimum results in use
and floors you will be proud of. (See FloorCare Accessory Catalogue)

Better FloorCare...

HFT1530
The HFT model is fitted with the Hurricane dual motor rated
at 1000W/1250W providing optimised power options at the
two different operating speeds.
For scrubbing you want 150rpm but for polishing 300rpm
will give quicker and better results. This is very much the case
in hospitals, care homes, hotels, schools, etc where the needs
vary quite substantially each day and two separate machines
are not always practical or available.

The design characteristics for the
HFT model echo all the many details
of the Hurricane range but with
the advantage of two speeds
where required.

Heavy duty scrubbing brush

PadLoc pad drive system

Union mix polish brush

Light duty scrubbing/shampoo brush

Optional 10Kg Weight

Optional Solution Tank

Optional Dustrol
Vacuum kit

HFM Specifications
Model

Motor Deck

HFS1015
HFS1023
HFM1015

Brush

Pad

Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Dimensions (HxLxW)

400mm 400mm 360mm
1000W

150rpm

1250x560x410mm

230rpm

26kg

150rpm

HFM1023

Twinspeed selection

230rpm
230V
AC
HFM1515
150rpm Optional
50Hz
HFM1523
230rpm
450mm 450mm 400mm
1500W
HFM1530
300rpm
HFM1545

32m

450rpm
150 /
300rpm

1000 /
HFT1530 1250W

Optional Dustrol
vacuum kit

Hurricane

1250x560x460mm
31kg
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by design

Hurricane...
The single disc floor machine is the heart of all hard floor
cleaning and maintenance.
HFS1015, HFS1023
The HFS models are the perfect balance between size and
speed, with a choice of 150rpm or 230rpm models and a
400mm brush range and 360mm PadLoc pad drives.
The Hurricane motor concept is designed
to keep its “Cool” under continuous and
arduous operation whilst its seamless
power transmission to the floor is via
our long-life, oil filled, low load planetary
gearbox.
In addition to its superb performance
the operating size is such as to make it
excellent to use and allowing a 230rpm
speed to be selected to provide an “All
Rounder” when that is what is needed, to
scrub, to polish, to buff or to burnish, the
HFS is often the operator’s first choice.

The next generation of professional FloorCare
HFM1015, HFM1023
The enhanced Hurricane cooling system added to the ATC,
(Automatic Torque Control) provides superb performance with
a full 450mm brush range together and a 400mm PadLoc
pad drive system.
As with the HFS models the HFM450 size is also available in
a choice of 150rpm or 230rpm and is suitable for a complete
range of floorcare operations.
The 450 ranges can be used with our optional wet solution
tank for scrubbing duties, or the Dustrol vacuum accessory
kit, allowing vacuuming and polishing simultaneously where
applicable.

PadLoc system
Planetary gearbox

Optional Hi-Dust Motor Filter

Transmission of
power to the floor
is seamless via
the long-life oil
filled planetary
gearbox resulting
in superb handling
characteristics.

The HFM 1500 series is available in a choice of 4
different speeds, 150rpm, 230rpm, 300rpm and
extra HiSpeed 450rpm.
HFM1515, HFM1523, HFM1530, HFM1545
All models are fitted as standard with our generous
oversize Hurricane 1500W drive motor allowing
for higher speeds and the use of added weight as
required.
The long life, low load, oil filled planetary gearbox
ensures seamless power transmission to the floor
ensuring excellent results.
With the range of speeds available machines can
be selected to cover the whole range of floor care
maintenance be it scrubbing, polishing,
buffing, burnishing or spray cleaning.
A comprehensive range of accessories is
available to cover wet applications,
carpet shampooing, vacuum polishing
and floor sanding.

Large Solution Tank Option
Simple operator control

All HFS models incorporate our
ATC, Automatic Torque Control,
monitoring and balancing
operational power input
throughout the cleaning cycle.
Optional 10Kg Additional Weight

Optional Spray Clean System

The full range of
specialist brush
designs needs to
be considered to
give the very best results on
different floor surfaces

